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Abstract. New method of precise clocks comparison based on observation and registration of
giant pulses of the millisecond pulsars is discussed. It was shown that expected accuracy of
comparison is about 0.2 – 2 ns and depends on uncertainty of delay in the Earth ionosphere and
troposphere.
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Now it is well-known that several pulsars occasionally generate several times per hour
huge superfine short pulses, which flux density is about million times more than an
average level. The most famous pulsars, having such signatures, are the millisecond
pulsar B0531+21, relatively young pulsar in the Crab nebulae, and the other such as
J0218+4232, J1939+2134, J1959+2048. Their radio emission features are studied now
in detail but real mechanism of such huge generation power is not well understood yet
(Hankins & Eilek 2007, Popov et al. 2008). Giant pulses (GP) being as shorter as part
of nanosecond and received several times per hour could be used for distant clocks pre-
cise comparison (Ilyasov et al. 1991, Ilyasov et al. 2007). Now VLBI technique is under
the study to apply for time transfer within accuracy about 0.01 - 0.1 ns. But it can be
done after correlation procedure of VLBI data, which takes several hours or even days.
A new method of distant clock comparison could be done promptly only after communi-
cation between clock stations in the first step without any correlation procedure. When
GP is about one ns duration a precision time transfer could be comparable with VLBI
technique. The fast wide bandwidth facilities should be used to detect GP. In this new
method the same limiting accuracy factors of VLBI should be taken into consideration.
Depending on frequency of observations clock comparison can be done with accuracy of
about 0.2 – 2 ns. This method is much more cheap than Two-Way Satellite Time Transfer
(TWSTT) and can be used not only for ground-base clocks but for the clocks in space.
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